
Georgian Technical University Announces Competition for ERASMUS + Program 
ECOMODE - Fostering Eco – Innovative Business Model Development in SMEs in Hospitality 
Industry to create a logo. 

The logo will be a visual face of the project by which it will be presented at all 
subsequent stages, in various international events, business correspondence. 

The author of the winning logo will be mentioned in the official documents of the project 
and he will be awarded with the certificate of contribution to the EU project. 

The competition will be held in two stages: 10 best works will be  awarded with 
memorable gifts and  sent to Italy for the final Review along with the other consortium countries 
suggestions. In the case of winning in final stage, the representative of Georgia will be awarded 
with a cash prize. 

Competition Terms 

 
All the  interested persons can participate in the competition, for this purpose, he/she should fill 
the relevant table: 

Name  
last name  
Father's name  
ID number  
e-mail  
telephone  
Mob. Phone  
Institution  
Department, Faculty, 
Department ... 

 

 

 

The theme of the competition should be from one hand  - the ecology, environmental protection, 
tourism Host industry segment, and from another hand - the continuous education principles with 
innovative technologies accompanying the learning process - using an open online learning and  
gaming resources. 

 
The logo must have a caption -  ECOMODE. 

On the winning logo, project leaders should have an copyright exclusive right. 



 The logo should be presented as a JPG file, as well as vector images (Adobe Illustrator, Corel or 
any other vector software). The logo will be reviled by the special jury that will evaluate the 
works by the following criteria: 1. Visual Side; 2. Concept. 

 
 The jury will select the best work through confidential procedure.. 

 
 

The deadline for submission of works is October 27, 2018. 

The 10 winners will be announced on October 29. 

 
 

 
For detailed information please contact: 

 Bela Tinikashvili - archibiba@yahoo.com,  Tel. 595 00 74 03 

 

Please, Send the works to the address - archibiba@yahoo.com, n_chachava@gtu.ge,  

ninopailodze@mail.ru 


